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NRC RAI 6.2-96

In ESBWR DCD Tier 2, rev 01, Section 6.2.5.4, which addresses 10 CFR50.44(c)(5) -
Hydrogen Rule, GE states that the pressure capability of the containment's limiting
component is higher than the pressure (GE does not quantify this pressure) that results
from assuming 100% fuel clad-coolant reaction. Provide the following information.

a) the estimate of the internal pressure loading on the ESBWR containment structure,
assuming an "accident that releases hydrogen generated from 100 percent fuel
clad-coolant reaction accompanied by hydrogen burning."

b) where the estimate is in response to question (a), above, documented in DCD Tier
2.

c) what the estimated temperature of the containment structure is at the time of this
event discussed in question (a).

d) a justification for the use of ambient temperature material properties, in the case
that the estimated temperature is higher than ambient temperature, or a revision to
the Service Level C pressure capabilities for each containment structural
component, consistent with its estimated structural temperature.

e) details of the analysis described in the last paragraph of ESBWR DCD Tier 2, rev
01, Section 6.2.5.4.2, for the concrete containment, "A nonlinear finite element
analysis of the containment concrete structure including liner plates is performed
for over-pressurization." If the analysis is contained in another section of the DCD,
provide the reference.

]) the estimate of the Level C pressure capability of the drywell head if evaluation of
instability is NOT included? Provide details of the calculation.

g) the estimate of the Level C pressure capability of the drywell head if the method of
Code Case N-284-1 (linear bifurcation buckling prediction, capacity reduction
factor for imperfections, capacity reduction factor for inelastic response, SF=I. 67
for Level C) is used, instead of DCD Tier 2, rev 01, Section 6.2.5.4.2, Eq. (6.2-2).
Provide details of the calculation.

GE Response

a) The 100 percent fuel clad-coolant reaction pressure is 1.087 MPa absolute (or 0.987
MPa gauge). Burn of hydrogen was not considered because the containment is
inerted. There is residual oxygen (<4%), but the concentration is too low for
detonation. The amount of heat that could occur from the limited hydrogen burning
possible at this low oxygen level is small compared with decay heat, and it can be
effectively removed by the PCCS - which is not at its heat removal limit 4 hours
into the scenario (the earliest time of core melt that was calculated). DCD Section
6.2.5.5 establishes that the time required for the oxygen concentration to increase to
the de-inerting value of 5% is significantly greater than 24 hours for a wide range of
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fuel clad coolant interaction. The results support the conclusion that there will be
sufficient time available to activate the emergency response organization and
implement the Severe Accident Management Guidelines (SAMG) actions necessary
to preclude a combustible gas deflagration.

b) It is not in Tier 2.

c) Temperature is a not a required loading condition for the determination of Service
Level C pressure capability in according with RG 1.7 Revision 3.

d) As a first stage, room temperature material properties were used in determining
Containment Ultimate Capacity and the results extrapolated for higher temperatures
(see NEDO-33201 Rev. 1 Table B.8-2, and response to RAI 19.2-45 and 46). In
addition, the way high temperature Drywell Head material is considered is
explained in response to RAI 19.2-55.

A confirmatory analysis was performed taking into account high temperature effects
explicitly. The results are shown in response to RAI 19.2-47.

e) Details of the nonlinear finite element analysis of the containment concrete structure
performed for over-pressurization are contained in report 092-134-F-C-0004, which
is available for NRC review at GE San Jose offices.

f) The estimate of the Level C pressure capability of the drywell head excluding
instability is 1.684MPa which is the pressure required to result in the primary
membrane stress equal to Service Level C allowable based on the ASME B&PV
Code Sec. III, Subsection NE-3324.8(b). The details of calculation are described in
DC-OG-0052, "Structural Design Report for Containment Metal Components",
Revision 1, which is available for NRC review at GE San Jose offices.

g) The method of Code Case N-284-1 is not used since evaluation of instability is not a
RG 1.7 Rev. 3 requirement for demonstration of containment structural integrity to
meet NE-3220, Service Level C Limits.

DCD Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.
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NRC RAI 19.2-43

In DCD Tier 2, Section 19.2.2.4, GE provides a brief summary of the seismic fragility
evaluation using the Zion method in NUREG/CR-2300. However, the details of the
fragility results are presented in Section 15.0 of the PRA. These fragility results should be
included in this DCD section. Further, the seismic fragility results and the ultimate
containment pressure capability results should be adequately included in ITAAC tables of
DCD Tier 1. Provide the following information:

a) Include the seismic HCLPF values from Tables 15-1 through 15-13 of the ESBWR
PRA in DCD Tier 2, Section 19.2.2.4 and make appropriate entries into DCD Tier
1, ITAAC tables.

b) Also make appropriate entries into DCD Tier 1, ITAAC tables that address the
ultimate containment pressure capability results from both the deterministic and
fragility containment performance assessments.

GE Response

a) Seismic categorizations of SSCs are part of the standard inputs within the Tier 1
Design Descriptions and ITAAC. See the response in RAI 19.2-66 Supplement 1
for seismic HCLPF values of the Reactor Building and Control Building and RAI
19.2-67 for the Reinforced Concrete Containment Vessel. NEDO-33201 Section
15.3 and Table 19.2-4 of DCD Tier 2 Chapter 19 Rev. 2 will be revised in the next
update. Such information is not included as ITAAC items in Tier 1. because the
existing ITAAC items for various SSCs ensure that the plant has adequate seismic
margin beyond the design basis SSE because of the various conservatism introduced
in the normal design process.

b) Inclusion of ultimate containment pressure capability results in ITAAC Tables is
not warranted. DCD Tier 1 ITAAC Table 2.15.1-1 already contains sufficient
requirements to ensure that the containment is built according to design
configuration.

DCD Impact

Table 19.2-4 of DCD Tier 2 Chapter 19 will be revised.

NEDO-33201 Section 15.3 will be revised in the next update.
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NRC RAI 19.2-48

In PRA Appendix B.8.2.1.2, GE presents the results of its analysis for estimating the
ultimate pressure capacity for the drywell head at 500YF. Failure of the drywell head is
either by buckling (elastic or inelastic) in the knuckle (toroidal) region or rupture due to
tensile strains approaching the material ultimate strain limit. GE's analysis relies on the
use of two (2) approximate equations. GE claims that the Shield and Drucker equation
(B.8-1) addresses plastic yielding, and the Galletly equation (B.8-3) addresses buckling.
Please address the following:

a) The staff noted that the Shield and Drucker equation (B.8-1) and the Galletly
equation (B.8-3) give essentially identical results. Using the geometric parameters
from DCD Figure 3G.1-51, equation (B.8-1) predicts 0.005156 Sy and equation
(B. 8-3) predicts 0. 00503 Sy. The staff also noted that both equations include the
yield strength, but not the elastic or tangent modulus. It is unclear to the staff that
these equations consider 2 different and distinct modes offailure. GE is requested
to submit the 2 referenced papers for staff review, and to provide additional
documentation in the DCD that supports its claims.

b) GE has compared the Galletly equation (B.8-3), taken from Reference B.8-3, to "all
known test results (43 in total)" taken from Reference B. 8-2. Reference B. 8-2 is
dated June 1961. This reference also contains the Shield and Drucker equation
(B.8-1). GE is requested to submit the test data used, including geometry and
materials of the test specimens, and to confirm that there is no new test data
available on failure of torispherical heads since this compilation in 1961.

c) The first step in accessing the applicability of the test results to the ESBWR drywell
head is to compare the key geometric ratios tested and the materials tested to the
ESBWR drywell head parameters, to ensure inclusion in the test database. If
included, then the factor of conservatism should be developed using only the subset
of test data that applies to the ESBWR drywell head. If excluded, then there is no
basis to develop a factor of conservatism based on this test data. The staff noted
that in PRA Figure B.8-2, it appears that the highest ratio of predicted pressure to
yield strength for any of the test specimens is about 0.0026. For the ESBWR
drywell head, this ratio is 0. 00503. GE is requested to provide its technical
justification why this test data is applicable to the ESBWR drywell head

d) Explain how the Reference B.8-2 test data was used to develop and/or correlate
with the Shield and Drucker equation (B.8-1), which is presented in the same
reference.

e) In the absence of buckling in the elastic stress range, the actual failure mode will
likely be either gross yielding at the apex of the head or inelastic buckling in the
knuckle region, depending on the specific material plastic behavior and the
geometric parameters of the torispherical head As the material yields at loads
above the elastic limit, the stiffness is reduced due to a decrease in the tangent
modulus. For mild steels, exhibiting a pronounced yield point and plateau up to
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about 3% strain, a buckling instability in the knuckle region, in the presence of a
compressive stress field, would be expected. However, there may be residual post
buckling strength because the stress field in the head is predominantly tensile. GE
has relied on simple semi-empirical formulas to predict the ultimate pressure
capacity of the limiting structural element of the containment. There is a long
history of study of failure of torispherical heads under internal pressure. Many
options exist for conducting computer-based numerical analysis, including
consideration of inelastic behavior, buckling failure, and even post-buckling
behavior. GE is requested to discuss the correlation between the semi-empirical
equations used and available numerical analysis methods (e.g., BOSOR5) in
estimating the ultimate pressure capacity of the ESBWR drywell head

j) At the end of PRA Section B. 8.2.1.2, in the comparison offailure pressures between
the plastic yielding failure and buckling, the pressure for the buckling failure mode
was estimated based on a best estimate value (factor of 2.27 applied to Equation
B.8-3), while the plastic yielding failure pressure was computed directly from
Equation (B.8-1). Discuss whether Equation (B.8-1) was intended for design
purposes, and represents a lower-bound prediction, or if it is considered to be a
best-estimate prediction. If it is intended to be a lower-bound prediction, explain
the technical basis for the comparison of the lower bound yield pressure with the
best estimate (median) buckling pressure.

GE Response

a) The requested papers are attached in response to this RAI.

b) Reference B.8-2 is attached to this RAI. As stated in NEDO-33201 Rev. 1, the
Galletly equation (B.8-3) and the 43 cited results are based on References B.8-3,
B.8-4 and B.8-5 dated November 1986, August 1979 and August 1985,
respectively. All these papers were published well after June 1961.

c) The Galletly equation B.8-3 was developed to prevent internal pressure buckling
(unsymmetric buckling mode) in fabricated carbon steel or stainless steel
torispheres. That effect occurs typically for D/t ratios greater than 400 or 500
(D is the diameter of the attached cylinder, and t the thickness of torispherical
shell). The ESBWR design has a D/t ratio equal to 260, well below 400 (the
material is SA-516 Gr. 70 with clad).

The Galletly equation is checked in Reference B.8-3 against 44 experimental
buckling tests. The key geometric ratios tested were; D from 1.35 m to 20.3 m,
D/t from 373 to 2,325, r/D from 0.04 to 0.173, and Rs/D from 0.72 to 1.10. In
addition, yield points ranged from 197 N/mm2 to 293 N/mm 2 (r is the radius of
the cylindrical shell, and Rs the radius of the spherical cap).

The actual values for the ESBWR drywell head are: D = 10.4 m, D/t = 260, r/D
= 0.173, and Rs/D = 0.90 and yield point equal to 260 N/mm2. All the ratios are
within the range of applicability, with the exception of D/t ratio, which is
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slightly out of the range of the tested geometry ratios, but conservatively so
(more thickness).

Accordingly, PRA Figure B.8-2 is not the range of applicability of the equation.
This means only that the predicted yield pressure and the tested yield pressure
are in relation 1 to 1.5 as a lower bound.

As for the applicability of the Shield-Drucker equation B.8-1, it was derived in
accordance to Reference B.8-2, for values of r/D between 0.06 and 0.16, Rs/D
between 0.6 and 1.0, t/D between 0.002 and 0.014 and H/D between 0.16 and
0.28 (H is the height of the non-cylinder-shaped part of the head). Again, all the
ESBWR ratios are within the range, with the exception of r/D (=0.173), which
is slightly out of the range, but conservatively, as shown in References B.8-2
figures. The ESBWR H/D ratio is 0.249.

d) See attached Reference B.8-2 for details on the developing of Equation B.8-1
(Shield and Drucker).

e) To provide further confirmation for the use of the simple semi-empirical
formulas that predict the pressure capability of the drywell, an elastic plastic
analysis is performed using the ABAQUS finite element program. This analysis
includes the effects of gross and local buckling, geometric imperfections,
material nonlinearities, and large deformations as referenced in NE-3222
(Reference 19.2-48(1)) for use in establishing buckling stress values in the
design of torispherical heads. This analysis is used to determine the true
pressure capacity and the failure mode, whether due to buckling under
compressive hoop stress in the knuckle or due to tensile plastic failure in the
dome region above the knuckle. The model for the torispherical head, which
includes the bottom flange, is illustrated in Figure 19.2-48(1). The bottom
surface of the flange is clamped using fixed displacement boundary conditions,
and a pressure load is applied to the inner surface. This provides a model that is
compatible with previous analytical studies and with tested configurations of
torispherical heads and that can be used to establish the ultimate capacity and
failure mode of the torispherical portion of the drywell head.

The first step is to confirm and demonstrate that the torispherical head is
modeled with sufficient resolution and that the analytical procedure employed is
capable of capturing the buckling failure mode from compressive hoop stress in
the knuckle region. To this end, a benchmark analysis was performed using the
drywell head model, but modifying the thickness of the shell to simulate a
torispherical shell configuration that exhibited this buckling failure mode when
tested. The thickness of the shell elements in the analysis model was reduced so
that the D/t ratio matches that of a tested configuration reported in Reference
19.2-48(2). The model is then clamped along the bottom of the flange, and an
internal pressure load is incrementally applied until failure occurs in the
analysis. The analysis model clearly predicts buckling at the same internal
pressure where buckling occurred in an experimental test of a similar
configuration. The analysis model considers a 10.4 m diameter torispherical
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head, based on the ESBWR design, but with the shell thickness reduced so that
the diameter to thickness ratios match that of a tested configuration having a
4.92 m diameter. The parameters for the analysis model and the tested shell
configuration are summarized in Table 19.2-48(1), along with the comparison of
the calculated and measured pressure causing buckling in the knuckle region.

Table 19.2-48(1)
Summary of Torispherical Shell Parameters for Benchmark Analysis

ParmeerTested Analysis
Shell Model

D/t 770 770

r/D 0.17 0.174

R/D 0.90 0.903

D (in) 4.92 10.4

Yield Stress (MPa) 344 344

Buckling Pressure (MPa) 0.731 0.738

Figure 19.2-48(2) plots the crown deflection to shell thickness ratio versus the
load and shows the sudden snap back indicative of bifurcation type buckling
failure. It is noted that torispherical heads can sustain significantly more
internal pressure than that causing the first buckle in the knuckle region as
reported in Reference 19.2-48(3). However, when the buckles develop, there is
a temporary instability due to sudden volume change and sudden relatively large
changes in the material response, and these effects generally cause the numerical
instability in the analysis. Figure 19.2-48(3) plots the plastic strain contours for
the buckled shape predicted by the analysis model. This benchmark analysis is
in good agreement with experimental test data in predicting the pressure causing
buckling in the knuckle. Thus, it is concluded that the modeling has sufficient
resolution and the analytical procedure employed has the required capability to
capture buckling failure modes (should this develop) in the analyses for the
ultimate pressure capacity of the torispherical drywell head.

An analysis for the pressure capacity of the ESBWR drywell head configuration
is then performed using the design thickness of 40 mm for the torispherical
shell. This gives a value of 262 for the D/t parameter of the actual drywell head.
The analysis uses the lower bound or design values for the steel properties,
namely yield strength = 262 MPa (38 ksi), tensile strength = 483 MPa (70 ksi),
and minimum required elongation of 17%. The model is clamped along the
bottom of the flange, and the internal pressure is incrementally increased to find
the true pressure capacity (based on lower bound material properties). This
analysis is performed at an ambient temperature of 15.5°C (60 'F) and includes
the external hydrostatic pressure of the water on the top of the head. Figure
19.2-48(4) provides a plot of the crown deflection as a ratio of the shell
thickness for the increasingly applied internal pressure load. The load factor is
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the multiplier on the design pressure of 310 KPa. Also indicated on this figure
is the procedure described in Reference 19.2-48(4) for identifying the
axisymmetric yielding pressure, Pc2, developed from studies using the BOSOR5
computer program on a wide range of test configurations. Basically, the
procedure is to find the value for d/t at first yield (point a), then take double this
value for the same load (point b), draw a line through this point from the origin
to intersect the displacement curve (point c), and read the corresponding
pressure load (point d). This axisymmtric yield pressure is an estimate of the
internal pressure at which plastic yielding in the crown of the shell initiates
leading to plastic failure of the shell. However, as noted in Reference 19.2-
48(4), Pc2 is typically well below the actual failure pressure. As shown in the
figure, the ABAQUS elastic plastic analysis calculates a similar but slightly
higher value for this initiation of tensile yielding and also indicates that the shell
still has significant reserve strength after the initiation of yielding in the crown.
This analysis confirms that buckling in the knuckle region due to hoop
compressive stress does not develop for the as-designed thickness of the drywell
head.

Figures 19.2-48(5) and (6) show contour plots for the minimum principal stress
and the maximum principal stress, respectively, at a load factor of 7 (2.17 MPa)
to further illustrate the structural response of the drywell head under internal
pressure. From the minimum principal stress plot, the ring of yielding on the
outer surface at the knuckle is due mainly to compressive hoop stress. For a
thinner shell thickness, this hoop compression could lead to buckling in the
knuckle at this load as witnessed in the benchmark test analysis. Here, buckling
does not occur with the actual thickness of the drywell head. From the
maximum principal stress plot, the initial yielding on the inner surface is due
mainly to meridional tension stress. As the internal pressure increases, failure
due to tensile capacity of the material will develop under this biaxial tension in
the dome.

To determine the pressure capacity of the drywell head due to tensile rupture in
the dome, the pressure is incrementally increased until the strains reach the
ductility limit of the material. In the dome, the material is under 1:1 biaxial
tensile loading, and the ductility is limited to 50% of the elongation data
determined from uniaxial specimens. The specified minimum elongation for A
516 Grade 70 material is 17% at ambient temperatures. This elongation reduces
slightly (16.4%) up to temperatures of 500'F, then increases to about 24% at
1000°F. For this evaluation, the ductility or failure limit for the material is
taken to be a plastic strain of 8%. Because the mesh is adequate (able to capture
buckling) and there are no discontinuities in the region where failure will occur,
no strain concentration factor for mesh fidelity is required. Figure 19.2-48(7)
plots contours of the equivalent plastic strain at mid-thickness for increasing
internal pressure to illustrate the plastic deformations leading to tensile rupture
in the dome. Initial yielding develops in the knuckle due to hoop compression
and meridional tension. Once buckling in the knuckle is avoided, yielding and
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plastic deformations then concentrate in the dome due to "ballooning" under
biaxial tension. At a load factor near 14, the ductility limit of 8% strain is
reached and rupture of the dome will occur.

The pressure capacity analysis is also performed considering initial
imperfections in the geometry of the shell. The magnitudes of the geometric
imperfections considered are based oh the maximum allowed imperfections
provided in NE-4222.2 of Reference 19.2-48(1), namely that the shell surface
shall not deviate outside the specified shape by more than 1-/¼% of the head
diameter or inside the specified shape by more than 5/8 % of the diameter.
While it is most likely that these minimum and maximum deviation will only
occur in 1 or 2 locations around the shell surface, as found in Reference 19.2-
48(3), a cosine type shape with 6 peaks in the half model was constructed. This
half model is intended to evaluate if such imperfections could trigger buckling
in the knuckle region and change the mode of failure. The assumption is that
the closer the imperfections are to the buckling shape, the more likely the
chance that the imperfections could trigger the buckling. Figure 19.2-48(8)
plots the initial, undeformed mesh used in this analysis to illustrate the shape
and magnitude of the imperfections considered. In addition, an analysis was
also performed using a perfect geometry but considering a temperature of 171 'C
(340 'F) to evaluate the effect of elevated temperature on the pressure capacity.
This analysis considers that the drywell head is free to expand with temperature
and that the elevated temperature is uniform across the thickness, i.e. that the
rate of pressurization is slow compared to the rate of heat conduction across the
shell thickness. Thus, no thermal induced stress is present, and any effect on the
pressure capacity is from reduction in the material properties.

Figure 19.2-48(9) plots the mid-thickness plastic strain in the crown with
increasing pressure for these three analysis cases, namely, perfect geometry at
ambient temperature, imperfect geometry at ambient temperature, and perfect
geometry at elevated temperature. The ductility limit for strain that will cause
tearing of the head is also shown on the figure. The failure pressure for perfect
geometry at ambient temperature is seen to be a load factor of 13.9 on the design
pressure with a reduction to 13.2 Pd for the imposed imperfections. Note that
the imposed imperfections did not trigger buckling response in the knuckle. For
the perfect geometry at elevated temperature, it is indicated that a pressure of
12.4 Pd would cause tensile failure in the dome. Allowing for some
conservatism, the pressure capacity for the drywell head is established at 12 Pd
or an internal gauge pressure of 3.72 MPa. This pressure capability is much
higher than thel.204 MPa at 533'K (500F) predicted from semi-empirical
equations in Section B.8.2.1.2 of the PRA report. Note that this evaluation is
performed using the lower bound or design minimum material properties for
strength and ductility, and the median value for this pressure capacity would be
higher for the median or expected properties of the actual steel.

The Level C pressure capacity of the ESBWR drywell head can now be
established based on this rigorous, nonlinear analysis for the true pressure
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capacity of the drywell head. Per NE-3222, a reduction factor of 2.5 on the
calculated buckling pressure must be used to define the Level C pressure
capacity. The analysis shows that buckling in the knuckle has not yet occurred
at an internal pressure of 3.72 MPa where the cap is experiencing large plastic
deformations. If the buckling pressure is conservatively taken as 3.72 MPa,
then applying the reduction factor of 2.5 per NE-3222 establishes the Level C
pressure capacity for the drywell head at 3.72/2.5 = 1.488 MPa (gauge). Thus,
the Level C pressure capacity of 1.182 MPa for the drywell head documented in
DCD Tier 2 Subsection 6.2.5.4.2 using the semi-empirical equations is
conservative.
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Figure 19.2-48(5). Minimum Principal Stress, Nominal Geometry, Ambient
Temperature
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Figure 19.2-48(6). Maximum Principal Stress, Nominal Geometry, Ambient
Temperature
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Figure 19.2-48(8). Drywell Head Geometry with Imposed Imperfections
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Figure 19.2-48(9). Mid-Thickness Plastic Strain at Crown Under Increasing Pressure
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f) Shield and Drucker formula B.8-1 is considered a best-estimate prediction for
plastic yielding. Some comparisons between the Shield-Drucker formula and
average of upper and lower bounds on limit pressures can be found in Reference
B.8-2. They show a good agreement with data. Accordingly, Shield-Drucker
formula B.8-1 is considered a best-estimate prediction and its result can be
compared to that from 2.27 times the Galletly equation value (best-estimate for
buckling pressure).

DCD Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.
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ATTACHMENTS TO RAI 19.2-48

1. Galletly, G. D., "A Simple Design Equation for Preventing Buckling in Fabricated
Torispherical Shells Under Internal Pressure," Journal of Pressure Vessel
Technology, Vol. 108. November 1986.

2. Shield, R.T. and D.C Drucker,. "Design of Thin-Walled Torispherical and
Toriconical Pressure- Vessel Heads," Transactions of the ASME.. pp292 to 297.
June, 1961
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NRC RAI 19.2-66

In PRA, Revision 0, Section 15.1.3.1.1, GE described a method for calculating the ultimate
shear strength of reinforced shear walls. This method utilizes the Barda Equation, which
applies to low rise flat reinforced concrete shear walls with the height/length (h/l) ratio less
than two. According to studies (Figure C4.2-1 of ASCE 43-05), which compared the Barda
Equation with test data for shear walls with different aspect ratios (h/l), the Barda equation
gives results that are consistent with the median of the test data, when code-specified
minimum material strengths are used in the equation.

However, GE stated that in computing ultimate shear strength with this equation, the
median material strengths of the concrete and reinforcing steel are used This appears to
double count for the material strengths, since the Barda Equation has already taken the
median effect into consideration.

Provide justification for applying median values of material strengths in the Barda
Equation for the ultimate shear strength of reinforced concreted shear walls.

GE Response

The strength calculation followed Equation 3-10 in Reference 19.2-66(1), which
recommends using the median concrete compressive strength and median yield strength of
reinforcing steel in Barda's equation to calculate the median strength of low-rise shear
walls. Please also note that Barda uses the actual properties of materials and not code-
specified minimum values in deriving the equation from the test data (Reference 19.2-
66(2)). Furthermore, Figure C4-1 of ASCE 43-05 shows that the median strength predicted
using Barda's equation may be an underestimate based on recent shear wall test data.
Therefore, the use of median material strength values and Barda's equation is appropriate
for strength calculation of shear walls.

The associated strength factors of the RBFB complex and the Control Building have been
updated as shown in the attached Tables 19.2-66(1) and 19.2-66(2) and Tables 19.2-66(3)
and 19.2-66(4) due to revision of the design spectra definition as mentioned in response to
RAI 19.2-67. It is to be noted that two seismic fragility summary tables are provided for
each building, one for soil sites and one for rock sites.

References:

19.2-66(1): Electric Power Research Institute, "Methodology for Developing Seismic
Fragilities", prepared by R.P. Kennedy and J. W Reed, EPRI TR-103959, June 1994.

19.2-66(2): Barda, Felix, John M. Hanson, and W.Gene Corley, "Shear Strength of Low-
Rise Walls with Boundary Elements", Portland Cement Association, 1976.
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DCD/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

NEDO-33201 Section 15.3 will be revised in the next update.
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Table 19.2-66(1) RBFB Seismic Fragility Summary - Rock Sites

Component: Reactor Building/Fuel Building Complex (Rock Sites)
Failure Mode: Shear Failure of Wall Along Column Line R1

Median
Factor of Safety Value PR 3U

Fc Fs Strength 1.59 0.00 0.20
F Inelastic Energy Absorption 2.38 0.06 0.11

FSA Spectral Shape

Response Spectrum Shape 2.60 0.20 0.00
Horizontal Direction Peak Response 1.00 0.13 0.00
Vertical Component Response 1.00 0.10 0.00

FD Damping 1.00 0.00 0.00

FRS FM Modeling 1.00 0.00 0.22

FMC Modal Response Combination 1.00 0.00 0.00

FECC Earthquake Component Combination 1.00 0.05 0.00

Fss1  Soil Structure Interaction

Ground Motion Incoherence 1.00 0.00 0.00
Vertical Spatial Variation 1.10 0.05 0.03
SSI Analysis 1.00 0.00 0.00

Overall Factor of Safety 10.85 0.27 0.32

Ad = Peak Ground Acceleration of the Rock Site = 0.5g

Am = Median Peak Ground Acceleration = F*Ad = 5.42g
HCLPF = 2.04g
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Table 19.2-66(2) RBFB Seismic Fragility Summary - Soil Sites

Component: Reactor Building/Fuel Building Complex (Soil Sites)
Failure Mode: ]Shear Failure of Wall Along Column Line R1

Median
Factor of Safety Value P3R 3u

Fc Fs Strength 1.59 0.00 0.20
F Inelastic Energy Absorption 1.91 0.05 0.07

FSA Spectral Shape

Response Spectrum Shape 1.47 0.20 0.00
Horizontal Direction Peak Response 1.00 0.13 0.00
Vertical Component Response 1.00 0.10 0.00

FD Damping 1.00 0.00 0.00

FRS FM Modeling 1.00 0.00 0.15

FMC Modal Response Combination 1.00 0.00 0.00

FECC Earthquake Component Combination 1.00 0.05 0.00

Fss, Soil Structure Interaction
Ground Motion Incoherence 1.00 0.00 0.00
Vertical Spatial Variation 1.00 0.00 0.00
SSI Analysis 1.40 0.00 0.34

Overall Factor of Safety 6.27 0.27 0.43

Ad = Peak Ground Acceleration of the Soil Site = 0.3g

Am = Median Peak Ground Acceleration = F*Ad = 1.88g
HCLPF = 0.6g
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Table 19.2-66(3) Control Building Seismic Fragility Summary - Rock Sites

Component: Control Building (Rock Sites)
Failure Mode: Shear Failure of Wall Along Column Line CA

Median
Factor of Safety Value PR PU

Fc Fs Strength 2.33 0.00 0.20
F Inelastic Energy Absorption 2.67 0.11 0.21

FSA Spectral Shape

Response Spectrum Shape 1.00 0.20 0.00
Horizontal Direction Peak Response 1.00 0.13 0.00
Vertical Component Response 1.00 0.10 0.00

FD Damping 1.20 0.00 0.18

FRS FM Modeling 1.00 0.00 0.19

FMC Modal Response Combination 1.00 0.00 0.00

FECC Earthquake Component Combination 1.00 0.05 0.00

Fss, Soil Structure Interaction

Ground Motion Incoherence 1.00 0.00 0.00
Vertical Spatial Variation 1.10 0.05 0.03
SSI Analysis 1.00 0.00 0.00

Overall Factor of Safety 8.18 0.29 0.39

Ad = Peak Ground Acceleration of the Rock Site = 0.5g

Am, = Median Peak Ground Acceleration = F*Ad = 4.09g
HCLPF = 1.33g
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Table 19.2-66(4)

Page -q of r3

Control Building Seismic Fragility Summary - Soil Sites

Component: Control Building (Soil Sites)
Failure Mode: Shear Failure of Wall Along Column Line CA

Median
Factor of Safety Value P3R 3u

Fc Fs Strength 2.33 0.00 0.20
F Inelastic Energy Absorption 1.56 0.05 0.08

FSA Spectral Shape

Response Spectrum Shape 1.37 0.20 0.00
Horizontal Direction Peak Response 1.00 0.13 0.00
Vertical Component Response 1.00 0.10 0.00

FD IDamping 1.00 0.00 0.00

FRS FM Modeling 1.00 0.00 0.15

FMC Modal Response Combination 1.00 0.00 0.00

FECC Earthquake Component Combination 1.00 0.05 0.00

Fss, Soil Structure Interaction

Ground Motion Incoherence 1.00 0.00 0.00
Vertical Spatial Variation 1.00 0.00 0.00
SSI Analysis 1.30 0.00 0.26

Overall Factor of Safety 6.47 0.27 0.37

Ad = Peak Ground Acceleration of the Soil Site = 0.3g

Am = Median Peak Ground Acceleration = F*Ad = 1.94g
HCLPF = 0.67g
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NRC RAI 19.2-67

In PRA, Revision 0, Section 15.1.3.1.1, GE described a method for calculating the ultimate
shear strength of reinforced shear walls. GE also described the shear strength calculation
for the reactor building as an example. In Table 15-3, GE presented the seismic fragility
for containment walls, and the governing failure is described as the lower wall with shear
failure mode. GE did not describe the detailed analysis for containment walls, which have
cylindrical geometry (Note that the Barda et al. equation does not apply to this geometry).
Provide the following information:

a) Provide a detailed description of the calculation for the strength factor for the
reinforced concrete containment, including assumptions and data applied

b) Provide a description of criteria used for the ultimate strength determination for
both shear and flexural modes offailure of the reinforced concrete containment.

c) Provide the containment HCLPF value in terms of spectral acceleration, and the
fundamental frequency of the reinforced concrete containment structure.

GE Response

a) The enveloping SSE seismic forces (i.e., story shears and overturning moment in
the RCCV stick model) of generic sites plus North Anna from the single envelope
spectra input motion are used to calculate the strength factor of the reinforced
concrete containment vessel (RCCV) and the extension of the cylindrical wall
below the RCCV. Conservatism of the ESBWR single envelope design spectra is
accounted for separately by the spectral shape factor by comparing the ESBWR
design spectra with the soil site or the rock site margin spectra. Both shear and
flexural failures of the RCCV and the wall below are evaluated at various sections
and the median strength factor is reported for the governing section of the wall. The
RCCV wall at the suppression pool slab level and the cylindrical wall below the
RCCV are found to have essentially the same strength factor of 2.9. The governing
failure mode is shear failure of the containment wall and the cylindrical wall below.

b) The shear capacity of the cylindrical wall is calculated following the approach
presented in Appendix N of Reference 19.2-67(1). For median shear capacity,
median material strengths of concrete and reinforcing steel and a capacity reduction,
4 of unity are used. The equation in Appendix N for predicting median shear
strength of the containment wall is obtained from testing of scale models of
reinforced and prestressed concrete containments subjected to cyclic loadings.

The flexural strength of the cylindrical wall below the RCCV is calculated from
basic principles of mechanics considering strain compatibility and force
equilibrium. A neutral axis is first assumed to calculate flexural capacity of the wall
contributed by vertical wall reinforcing steel. The location of the neutral axis is
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iterated on until force equilibrium is achieved in the axial direction of the
cylindrical wall. The failure strain of reinforced concrete is set at 0.003.

c) The fundamental frequency of the RCCV is estimated from the floor response
spectra generated at the top slab of the RCCV. The frequency varies from 1.4 Hz
for soft sites (VS = 300 m/s) to 4 Hz for hard sites (VS = 1700 m/s) and fixed base
case.

The HCLPF seismic capacity of the RCCV at rock sites is determined to be 3.27g
PGA. The large HCLPF capacity results from a large margin between the single
envelope design spectra and the North Anna ESP ground spectra at the structure
fundamental frequency of 4 Hz. This large margin does not apply to soil sites and
the resulting HCLPF capacity is determined to be 1.1 7g peak ground acceleration.

The updated fragility summaries are provided in Tables 19.2-67(1) (rock sites) and
19.2-67(2) (soil sites).

The corresponding tables in NEDO-33201 Section 15.3 will be revised in the next
update.

References:

19.2-67(1): Electric Power Research Institute, "A Methodology for Assessment of Nuclear
Plant Seismic Margin", prepared by Jack R. Benjamin and Associated, Inc., et al, EPRI
NP-6041, June 1991

DCD/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

NEDO-33201 Section 15.3 will be revised in the next update.
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Table 19.2-67(1)
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RCCV Seismic Fragility Summary - Rock Sites

Component: Reinforced Concrete Containment Vessel (RCCV) Wall - Rock Sites
Failure Mode: Shear

Median
Factor of Safety Value 3R PU

Fc Fs Strength 2.86 0.00 0.22
F Inelastic Energy Absorption 2.24 0.08 0.15

FSA Spectral Shape

Response Spectrum Shape 2.60 0.20 0.00
Horizontal Direction Peak Response 1.00 0.13 0.00
Vertical Component Response 1.00 0.10 0.00

F D  Damping 1.00 0.00 0.00

FR. FM Modeling 1.00 0.00 0.22

FMC Modal Response Combination 1.00 0.00 0.00

FECc Earthquake Component Combination 1.00 0.05 0.00

Fss, Soil Structure Interaction

Ground Motion-Incoherence 1.00 0.00 0.00
Vertical Spatial Variation 1.10 0.05 0.03
SSI Analysis 1.00 0.00 0.00

Overall Factor of Safety 18.33 0.28 0.35

Ad = Peak Ground Acceleration of the Rock Site = 0.5g

Am = Median Peak Ground Acceleration = F*Ad = 9.17g
HCLPF = 3.27g
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Table 19.2-67(2) RCCV Seismic Fragility Summary - Soil Sites

Component: Reinforced Concrete Containment Vessel (RCCV) Wall - Soil Sites
Failure Mode: Shear

Median
Factor of Safety Value P3R 3u

Fc Fs Strength 2.86 0.00 0.22

F Inelastic Energy Absorption 2.17 0.06 0.12

FSA Spectral Shape

Response Spectrum Shape 1.47 0.20 0.00
Horizontal Direction Peak Response 1.00 0.13 0.00
Vertical Component Response 1.00 0.10 0.00

FD Damping 1.00 0.00 0.00
FRS FM Modeling 1.00 0.00 0.15

FMC Modal Response Combination 1.00 0.00 0.00

FECC Earthquake Component Combination 1.00 0.05 0.00

Fss, Soil Structure Interaction

Ground Motion Incoherence 1.00 0.00 0.00
Vertical Spatial Variation 1.00 0.00 0.00
SSI Analysis 1.40 0.00 0.34

Overall Factor of Safety 12.75 0.27 0.45

Ad = Peak Ground Acceleration of the Soil Site = 0.3g

Am = Median Peak Ground Acceleration = F*Ad = 3.83g
HCLPF = 1.17g
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NRC RAI 19.2-68

In PRA, Revision 0, Section 15.1.3, GE used a fragility method for calculating structural
HCLPFs, based on scaling the design seismic response with safety factors and associated
aleatory and epistemic uncertainty values. The determination of these uncertainty values
typically requires substantial subjective inputs as compared to the deterministic
engineering approach such as CDFM (Conservative Deterministic Failure Margin).

Provide a discussion of the selection and basis for the aleatory and epistemic uncertainty
values in Table 15-3 used for the RCCV HCLPF calculation.

GE Response

The choice of aleatory and epistemic uncertainty values of the factors of safety in capacity
and response is based on EPRI report TR-103959 (Reference 19.2-66(1)). This document
is detailed enough such that assignment of uncertainty values for different variables in the
fragility calculation could be consistently made by the analyst. For example, range of
uncertainty values of modeling, modal combinations, and earthquake component
combination are suggested and guidance on selecting the values are provided in the EPRI
document.

Determinations of uncertainty values of other variables are illustrated here for a rock site.

Strength Factor: The median shear strength of the RCCV is determined using the equation
derived from test data as discussed in the response to RAI 19.2-67. The uncertainty
associated with this equation is because 84 percent of the test data occurs above a curve
defined by applying a capacity reduction factor 4 of 0.85 to this equation. Thus, the
logarithmic standard deviation of uncertainty on the median shear strength equation is
determined to be 0.17. Additional uncertainty in the median strength due to material
strength uncertainties are included that results in a total uncertainty of 0.22 for the strength
factor of safety.

Inelastic Energy Absorption Factor: The median inelastic energy absorption factor
(F,,=2.24) of the RCCV is determined using the drift criteria in Table 3-5 in EPRI report
TR-103959 (Reference 19.2-66(1)). The logarithmic standard deviations of randomness
and uncertainty associated with this criterion are 0.3 and 0.15, respectively. Using these
values a lower bound drift at failure is estimated from which a lower bound inelastic energy
absorption factor (FpLB=l.98) is calculated. The resulting combined variability (13c) is
determined to be 0.15. By including additional randomness variability suggested in
(Reference 19.2-66(1)), the randomness and uncertainty variability are found to be 0.08 and
0.15, respectively.

Spectral Shape Factor: Typically at each of the selected frequencies, a family of seismic
hazard curves are developed from probabilistic seismic hazard analyses. Uniform hazard
spectra (UHS) of different confidence levels (e.g., mean, median, or 84th) are then derived
from these seismic hazard curves. Thus, no uncertainty is assigned to the spectral shape
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factor to avoid double-counting it in the fragility analysis and risk quantification. However,
a randomness variability of 0.2 is assigned to the spectral shape factor to account for peak
to valley variability as suggested in (Reference 19.2-66(1)).

Soil-Structure Interaction. A total of 28 seismic response analyses were performed in the
design for the RBFB complex including the RCCV as shown below:

* R.G. 1.60 (0.3g) - soft, medium, hard uniform half space and fixed base case (4
cases)

* NA ESP site spectra - best-estimate, lower bound and upper bound foundation
media (3 cases)

" Single envelope spectra - soft, medium, hard uniform half space and fixed base for
four different models (16 cases)

* Single envelope spectra - 4 layered soil conditions (4 cases)
" Site envelope spectra with cracked concrete properties - worst case layered site (1

case)

The soil-structure interaction effects are insignificant for rock sites. For generic soil sites,
uncertainty in the seismic response, due to uncertainty in vertical spatial variation of the
input motion, embedment effects, soil properties, and analysis methods, is calculated using
results from the different analyses listed above.

DCD/LTR Impact

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.

NEDO-33201 Section 15.3 will be revised in the next update.
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A Simple Design Equation for Preventing Buckling in
Fabricated Torispherical Shells Under Internal Pressure

G. D. Galletlyt

A simple equation is proposed which will enable a designer to
estimate the onset of buckling in Internally pressurized steel
torispherical end closures. The equation applies to both crown
and segment ends and spun ones. Apart from a factor which
accounts for strain hardening, the same equation applies to
both carbon steel and austenltic stainless steel torispheres. The
proposed equation for the allowable internal pressure was
checked against all known experimental buckling results and a
minimum factor of safety of 1.3 was found. The equation was
also checked against a number of full-scale vessels, some of
which had failed in service. Once again, the equation was
found to be satisfactory.

Nomendature
p - internal pressure

per - internal buckling pressure of perfect torispherical
shell (plastic buckling herein)

P, - axisymmetric yield pressure of perfect torispherical
shell

Pm = Drucker-Shield limit pressure of perfect torispherical
shell

PD - design (allowable) pressure of fabricated
-torispherical shell (equation (I))

r - radius of toroidal portion (knuckle) of torisphere
(see Fig. 2)

t - thickness of cylinder and torispherical shell (in
design equation, t is minimum thickness in knuckle
region)

D diameter of attached cylinder (see Fig. 2)
E modulus of elasticity
FH c rp'or 0.2 percent proof stress, of material
H height of head (see Fig. 2)
L length of attached cylinder (see Fig. 2)

Rs radius of spherical portion of torisphere (see Fig. 2)
1' strain-hardening factor modifying F (sec equation

M))
giv yield point of material

NoTE: 1 N/mm2  145 lbf/in2
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nivenity of Uverpool, Liverpool, U.K.
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Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology

Introduction
Fortunately, there have not been many failures of large in-

ternally pressurized dished ends. One well-known case was the
45-ft- (- 14-m-) dia fluid coker which failed in a brittle man-
ner during its hydrostatic proof test at Avon, California in
1956. An elastic stress analysis of this vessel by Galletly [1, 21
showed that the direct hoop stresses in the knuckle region of
the torispherical shell were compressive and exceeded the yield
point of the material in several locations. It was also pointed
out that buckling of the head was a possibility for some vessel
geometries.

A limit analysis of the Avon vessel by Drucker and Shield
[31 agreed with the basic findings of the elastic analysis; subse-
quently, the limit pressures of many torispheres and toricones
were determined and the results were presented in the form of
charts [4]. As a result of this work, the provisions relating to
torispherical shells were modified in several Codes to take ac-
count of the limit pressures.

In recent years, the application of large-deflection shell
theories to the problem has shown that the limit pressures are
sometimes conservative for the higher values of a,. However,
the limit pressures do have the merit of being safe.

The foregoing results on limit pressures apply to the axisym-
metric failure mode, which has yield circles at three locations
in the vessel. However, they do not apply to the unsymmetric
buckling mode, which has waves, or wrinkles, in the hoop
direction in the knuckle (see Fig. 1). As rules to prevent this
buckling mode are not available, Codes have tried to circum-
vent its occurrence by limiting the D/t-ratios of the heads
which may be constructed. In the U.K. and the U.S., the limit
is normally DIt = 500 (or t/D = 0.002). Heads are, of course,
fabricated which have D/t-ratios greater than 500; but, in such
cases, special arrangements are usually made with insurance
companies in relation to the safety of the heads.

With the very thin heads (say, D/t > 1000), buckling of
torispheres due to internal pressure is certainly a possibility.
One occasion on which it happened was with a 60-ft-(18.6-m-)
dia oil storage vessel; it has also occurred several times with
brewing tanks of about 3 m diameter which had D/t-ratios of
about 900. Very recently, plastic buckling of internally-
pressurized torispheres has occurred with D/t-ratios of 350
[5); these cases are not catered for by the present Codes.

Although there have been few major accidents so far which
have involved ellipsoidal or torispherical shells under internal
pressure, it seems clear that it is time that Code rules on the
subject of internal pressure buckling were formulated. The use
of such shells as roof structures on PWR containment vessels
and in LMFBR primary tanks (e.g., in France) gives added in-
centive to the development of these rules.

In this note, a possible design equation to prevent internal
pressure buckling in fabricated steel torispheres is suggested.
It applies both to crown and segment heads and spun ones.
The same equation holds for carbon steel and stainless steel
heads (other materials have yet to be studied). The equation
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recent ones published in 15] on 0.5-m spun heads. There have
also been some tests on small torispherical models (o.14.m
diameter) machined from aluminum alloys but these latter
tests will not be considered further herein.

With the Kemper [6) and Stanley/Campbell [71 models, test
coupons were not taken from the heads in the as-formed
knuckle regions. With the Roche et al. tests 15], both the AS.
received and the as-formed properties were determined (it is
necessary to have the latter if one is trying to check theory and
experiment).

Besides strain-hardening effects, there are other difficulties
in the way of good agreement between theory and experiment.
These include residual stresses (forming and welding), infor.
mation about actual radii of curvature, thickness variations
and initial geometric imperfections. With the present buckling
problem, the latter do not seem to have a very significant
effect.

For the present purpose of obtaining an approximate buck-
ling design equation, the experiments taken into account were
those in 15-7]. In addition, the following procedure was
adopted for the design equation:

(i) the as-received (or minimum specified) mechanical pro.
perties and the nominal radii of curvature were used;
(ii) the shell thicknesses were the minimum values measured
in the toroidal, or knuckle, sections of the torispheres;
(ill) all residual stresses and geometric Imperfections were
ignored; and
(Iv) strain hardening (of interest for cold-spun heads) was
accounted for empirically via a factor y (see equation (I)).

On the theoretical side, the publication of Bushnell's
BOSOR 5 shell buckling program [8] in 1976 enabled the
plastic buckling pressures of perfect shells of revolution to be
calculated. This program was utilized by Oulietly and
Radhamohan in 1979 [91 and, from the computer results, they
derived a simple equation for the plastic buckling pressures of
perfect, constant-thickness, torispherical shells made from
elastic, perfectly plastic material. This equation was applied to
both the Kemper and the Stanley/Campbell models in 110-121
with reasonable success. The differences between perfect
torispheres and those used in practice are discussed in the
foregoing references.

The latest numerical results on this problem were Rublished
recently by Galletly and Blachut 113). These authors eatended
the results of (91 down to D/t m 250 and they also considered
more values of a,,. The buckling equation for perfect
torispheres which was proposed in [131 was similar to the one
proposed in (91 but was not quite the same. Also,'the buckling
equation in [131 came from the results obtained with the defor-
mation theory of plasticity while that in [9) utilized flow
theory.

Two recent papers which also discuss design equations for
this problem are [5, 141. In [5) a design equation suggested in
the 1982 edition of the French Pressure Vessel Code, i.e.,
CODAP 1151, is mentioned but the derivation of it it not
discussed. In the Appendix of [12]. it is shown that the
CODAP equation can be derived from the equation suggested
by Galletly and Radhamohan [9], but with knock-down fac-
tors added.

The most recent paper on the subject [161 looked at three
possible design equations which were based on equations for
perfect torispheres proposed by the Liverpool group [11-131.
The constants in these equations were chosen so that the
minimum value of the ratio p.,/pdjp was 1.5. All three
equations were satisfactory for design purposes. As the ex-
ponents on (D/t), etc., in the equations differed slightly, a
composite (or average) buckling design equation was SWg-
gested. This equation is discussed in the next section.

A

I'
(b) lhwd buckle

Fig. 1 Buckling due to Internal pressure In a 3-mn-da stainless steel
todsphedeel &hal

was also applied to several vessels which had failed in service.
If the equation had been available before, some of these
vessels might have survived.

I,.Brief Background to the Problem

In 1972 and 1976, experimental results on the buckling of
austenitic stainless steel internally pressurized torispheres were
published in references [6 and 7]. Both crown and seginent and
spun heads were tested and the diameters of the shells varied
from 1.4 to 4.0 m. The situation with regard to carbon steel
heads is not as good and the only test results available are the I
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proposed Design Equation for Preventing Buckling in Thin t

Torisphericall Shells Subjected to Internal Pressure
In this section the aforementioned design equation will be

given and then its predictions will be compared with all known H
experimental results on fabricated torispheres. In addition, the
equation will be applied to some large pressure vessels which r 4

t0failed in service, to see if use of. the equation would have
prevented the failures.

The proposed design equation is as follows:

PoD/ 9F= '(D/t)8'(Rs/D)0 '! (1) Fig. 2 Geometry of torlspherleal shell

wherepD =allowable internal design pressure (safety factor >
t.5)

-= 1.0 for crown and segment steel heads In essence, equation (1) is based on the equations for perfect
torispheres given in [9 and 131 and with knock-down, or

1.6 for cold spun steel heads reduction, factors added.
F=OP. or 0.2 percent proof stress, of the as-received Equation (I) applies to both stainless steel and carbon steel

plate material heads. The factor -y allows for the enhancement of the
t= minimum thickness in the knuckle region of the mechanical properties in the knuckle due to thinning caused in

torisphere and r, R, and D are as shown in Fig. 2. the forming operation. If it is desired to use the 1.0 percent

Table I Comparison of experimental budkling pressures with the predictions of the proposed design
equation, i.e., equation (1)

a ,, or PD

0.2 percent proof from
Heatd Ditmtn Nora Norm. Stress PCtt euto l Pcxpt

no. D/i NoPt. eqution (I
no. r/D R.1D N/mm

2  N/Mm2 N/mm
2  

PD

Stainless steel-crown and segment heads [6, 71; 1.33 m < D < 4.0 m

SCI 409 0.167 1.0 293 1.931 0.647 2.98
Sc 412 0.167 1.0 293 1.917 0.640 3.00
SCI4 628 0.167 1.0 293 0.828 0.340 2.44
SCis 659 0.167 1.0 293 0.733 0.316 2.31
SC7 844 0.167 1.0 293 0.414(a) 0.218 1.90
SCI3 931 0.167 1.0 293 0.566 0.188 3.01

K 1 825 0.159 0.91 293 0.366 0.242 1.51
K2 880 0.163 1.0 293 0.317 0.201 1.58
K3 915 0.166 1.0 293 0.290 0.192 1.51
K4 730 0.162 0.89 293 0.483 0.303 1.59

Stainless steel-pressed and spun heads (6, 7]; 1.35 m < D < 4.0 m

SC3 482 0.i11 1.0 293 1.710 0.578 2.96
SC4 535 0.074 1.0 293 1.366 0.354 3.86
SCs 505 0.074 0.83 293 1.917 0.478 4.01
SC6 495 0.074 0.78 293 1.917 0.529 3.62
SCI6 730 0.074 1.0 293 0.655 0.222 2.95
SCI7 717 0.074 0.83 293 0.738 0.282 2.62
SCs 1213 0.111 1.0 293 0.483 0.145 2.93
SC9 964 0.074 1.0 293 0.428 0.146 3.33
SCIo 947 0.074 0.83 293 0.538 0.186 2.89
SCII 1049 0.074 0.72 293 0.593 0.188 3.15
SCI2 947 0.056 1.0 293 0.455 0.119 3.82

KS 1045 0.083 1.0 293 0.228 0.142 1.61

Carbon steel-spun heads [51; D - 0.5 m

i A'

11 543 0.06 1.10 230 0.425 0.205 2.07
T2 532 0.06 1.10 259 0.44 0.229 1.92
T3 373 0.06 1.10 290 1.13 0.453 2.49
T4 365 0.06 1.10 280 1.19 0.452 2.63
TS 538 0.04 1.0 263 0.36 0.190 1.90
T6 538 0.04 1.0 279 0.34 0.201 1.69
n7 1000 0.04 1.0 219 - 0.062 -
T8 1000 0.04 1.0 219 0.158 0.062 2.55
T9 365 0.04 1.0 239 0.75 0.308 2.44
T10 357 0.04 1.0 270 0.72 0.360 2.00
TII 1087 0.10 1.0 197 0.255 0.105 2.43
T12 1064 0.10 1.0 197 0 . 17 6 (b) 0.109 1.61
TI3 556 0.10 1.0 253 0.617 0.370 1.67
T14 571 0.10 1.0 253 0.54 0.355 1.52
T13 385 0.10 1.0 262 1.13 0.664 1.73
T16 379 0.10 1.0 262 1.10 0.680 1.62

14e)This value seems low in comparison with SC13.
(b)This model had a large Initial geometric imperfection.
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proof stress, rather than the 0.2 percent proof stress, then the
constant of 80 will need to be modified slightly.

As all the buckling tests considered herein were carried out
at room temperature, equation (1) should not be used for
elevated temperatures without further investigation.

The test results to be checked against the predictions of
equation (1) are those in [5-71. Details of the geometric ratios
and material properties of the models are given in Table 1,
together with the internal buckling pressures, p..., recorded
in the tests. The thicknesses given are the minimum
thicknesses in the knuckle region and the radii of curvature are
the nominal specified ones. The design pressures, PD,

predicted by equation (1) are also given and the last column of
Table I shows the ratios P,/PD. As may be seen from a
perusal of this column, the minimum ratios of PI,,'PD occur
with the carbon steel spun head T14 and the stainless steel
crown and segment heads KI and K3. The minimum ratio for
the stainless steel spun head KS is a little higher (1.61 instead
of 1.5) but this could be reduced to 1.5 as well, if y for
stainless steel were to be changed to 1.7.

From Table 1, it will also be observed that the ratios of
P,,•/PD for the SC-heads are considerably higher than those
for the K-heads. This was noted in 110] but the reason for it is
not known. Both sets of heads were made by the same
manufacturer (APV plc).

Since some of the Pý,t/PD-ratios are quite high (mo 4.0), it
could be argued that the functional form of equation (1) is
perhaps not the best one to use. It is quite possible that further
study of the influence of strain hardening on the buckling
pressures (included in equation (1) in only a very approximate
manner) and residual stresses might produce a better buckling
design equation.

buckled and which was discussed by Fino and Schneider (171;
(iii) two torispheres (- 5-m diameter) recently tested by
CBI Industries [18];
(iv) a somewhat smaller vessel (2-m diameter) which buckl-
ed in service due to a gummed-up valve (191; and
(v) a large vessel (20-m diameter) which was proof-tested
but did not buckle [20J-this case only serves to check that
equation (I) predicts a buckling pressure higher than the test
pressure.

The geometric ratios, material properties, etc., for the
foregoing torispherical shells are given in Table 2, together
with the experimental and predicted buckling pressures. As
may be seen from Table 2, all the values of pO are lower than
the experimental buckling pressures and the ratiosp,/po are
all greater than 1.5. Thus, if equation (1) had been available to
check the operation of these vessels, some of them might not
have failed.

Axisymmetrle Yielding Versus Slnumodal udkli
It was noted earlier that the two static failure modes in inter-

nally pressurized torispherical heads are axisymmetric yielding
(with the formation of yield circles) and buckling of the
knuckle in the hoop direction (with the formation of waves
or wrinkles). With very thin heads, buckling will be the con-
trolling failure mode whereas yielding will control in the
thicker heads. In the range 300 < DIt < 500, buckling or ax-
isymmetric yielding can occur, despite the fact that most
Codes do not consider the occurrence of buckling in this D/t-
range.

The experimental results in 1S and 71, and listed in Table I,
show that buckling can indeed occur for Dit < 500. The
theoretical results of Galletly/Blachut (131 also predict that
buckling can occur for D/t < 500 and one of their figum Is
shown in Fig. 3 (p, is the large-deflection axisymmetric
yielding pressure and p, is the asymmetric, or sinusoidal,
plastic buckling pressure). Depending on rID, RID and a,,
either buckling or yielding may control the design.

In addition, the limit pressures ps obtained by a Drucker-
Shield analysis 141 (and also associated with an axdsymmetric
failure mode), are shown in Fig. 3. It is dear that they are
lower than both the values of p. and p,. From the peg-curves,
one would deduce that the failures would always occur by
axisymmetric yielding in this D/t-range. However, from the
Saclay test results 15], it is known that buckling failures can
occur for DIt - 370, a,, m 290 N/ramm, rID = 0.06 and

Appication of the Proposed Design Equation to Some Large
Vessels Which Failed in Servlee

Another test of the usefulness of equation (1) is to apply it
to some vessels which failed and to see what its predictions
would have been. The vessels chosen for this purpose were:

(W) the fluid coker (- 14-m diameter) at Avon which failed
during its hydrostatic proof test [1, 2, 231--even though this
failure was ascribed to a weld defect, and the vessel failed in a
brittle manner, it is instructive to determine its predicted
buckling pressure;
(ii) the large oil storage vessel (-' 18-m diameter) which

Table 2 Buckling pressures (p.m) of several large crown and segment heads compared with the predic-
tions of equation (I)

i

VYP or PD

0.2 percent proof from
D Noma. Nora. Norm. stress m equation (I) --

Reference (m) Material DI/ rID RS/D N/mm2 H e Ni/mm" Po

Fino-
Schneider Carbon
1281 18.5 steel 2325 0.173 0.91 248 0.0862 0.0464 1.86
Avon Carbon
11,2,231 13.8 steel 430 0.063 0.81 207 0.414(0) 0.245 1.69
Blenkin Carbon
[201 20.3 steel 1420 0.106 1.0 241 0.08621b) 0.0567 1.52
CBI Ind. Carbon
[18, 241 4.92 steel 770 0.17 0.9 344 0.731 0.338 2.16
CBI Ind. Carbon

4.92 steel 1025 0.17 0.9 372 0.40 0.238 1.68
Stennett Stainless
[191 1.95 steel 930 0.105 2.0 293 0.276 0.125 2.21

to)Brittle failure of head [23]
(b)Max test pressure; no buckling observed
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(ii) The stainless steel buckling test results come from on-
ly one type of austentic stainless steel (304 S65).

(iii) With the carbon steel spun heads, a number of the
models had r/D = 0.04 or RS/D = 1.10. These geometric
ratios are outside the limits allowed by some Codes. If the cor-
responding tests are excluded from consideration, then the
number of relevant tests is very small.

(iv) There do not seem to be any tests of carbon steel
crown and segment models.
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Despite (iii), the range of values of pex IP for the T-heads
in Table I was only 1.52 to 2.63 i.e. a factor of 1.73. This does
not seem intolerable. In relation to (iv), the results in Table 2
for the larger vessels are at least reassuring.

However, it must be agreed that the number of relevant
buckling test results is small. More tests are needed if a design
equation which has been properly validated experimentally is
to be obtained.

o 1,.20;0 300 400 Soo 60,0
References

F uw , Theornytca valu, of ,, .Wnd per Iid Pm ( (x 131Iyp) few 300 <
DA -c 600 R&MD - 1.0 iff - 0.06 OWd 0.11 (huom 1123

R,/D = 1.10. From Fig. 3 (for RI/D = 1.0) it may be seen
that (ignoring the pm-curve) either buckling or axisymmetric

eldingcanoccurforr/D = 0.06,D/t = 400and_ =3 10
N/mm2 . Test and theory are, therefore, in reasonadle har-
mony for this case.

Eatl Bucling
With torispheres that have high Dlt- or ev,/E-ratios, inter-

ad pressure buckling can occur in the elastic range. This topic
has not been discussed in this note. However, elastic buckling
formulae for perfect torispherical shells are given in [211.
Some experimental results obtained on plastic torispherical
models are discussed in [22] and the relative magnitudes of the
elastic and plastic buckling pressures of some steel
torpherical shells are indicated in Fig. 8 of 11 1).
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n'm!loa othe Propoele Desg Eqiuation
Equation (1) has the merits of being simple to apply and of

living a safety factor of at least 1.5 on all known internal
Pressure buckling tests on torispherical shells. It seems to be
applicable to both crown and segment heads and to spun ones
and the material of construction can be either carbon steel or
stainless steel.

Residual stresses were, of course, ignored and strain-
hardening was only treated in an approximate manner. In ad-
dition, there are criticisms which could be directed at the ex-
Perimental data base. Some of these are:

(M) As the SC- and K- stainless steel heads were made by
the same manufacturer, why were the values of p for the
SC heads so much higher than those for the K-heat? If one
ignores the result for SC7, then the experimental results for
the SC-heads were 1.5 to 2.5 times higher than those for the K-
heads. In the absence of any adequate explanation for this
result, the test results for the K-heads (being the lower) will
control the constant in the design equation. This means that
the design equation will give allowable design pressures which
are Sometimes very conservative.
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Analysis of Half-Pipe Heating Channels on Pressure
Vessel Shells

A.E. Blacb t

Half-pipe heating channels are used on the outside of pressure
vessels such as agitators, mixes, reactors, etc., to avoid the
high external pressure associated with heating jackets. No ap-
plicable method of analysis is contained in the ASME Code
and proof tests are normally required for registration with
governing authorities. An analytical method is presented
which permits the evaluation of stresses in shell and haLf pipe;
numerical examples are included.

ASME Code rules, except possibly by Appendix 13 of Section
Vill, Division 1 (11, which gives rules for vessels with circular
cross section and a longitudinal dividing plate through the
center. Although similar in appearance, the problem of half
pipe welded to a flat or slightly curved plate is quite diffrere
from the Problem of a cylinder restrained from uniform defor.
mation by a "tie" at the center.

This paper provides a method of analysis of stresses in both
the half-pipe and the vessel shell to which it is welded.
Numerical examples and values of proof tests conducted on
test assemblies constructed for this purpose are also included.

Method of Analysis

tY.

Nomeaclatare

g - thickness of shell plate
I = half-length between adjacent pipes

p - internal pressure in heating pipes
t = thickness of half-pipes

E - modulus of elasticity
E = ASME Code welding joint efficiency
I - moment of inertia

M = discontinuity moment
Mt - nondimensional moment
Q = discontinuity force

- nondimensional force
R - radius of half-pipe
S, = stress in shell plate
S, - stress in half-pipe
a = nondimecsional parameter

= = nondimensional parameter
6 = displacement
0 = rotation
, = Poisson's ratio

Both the half-pipe and the vessel plate are considered in-
finitely long in the axial direction and flat in the lateral dhic-
tion; a reasonable assumption, since normally the ratio of
heating pipe radius to vessel radius is very small. The pipe is
analyzed as a curved beam subject to uniform pressure and the
vessel wall as a continuous beam.

Using the nomenclature indicated in Fig. 2, equation for
rotations and displacements are written and solved in terms of
discontinuity forces and moments. A complete stress distribu-
tion in the assembly is then obtained.

'I

I,

Half-Pipe Equations

For the half-pipe shown in Fig. 3, the radial expansion can
be found from the membrane theory 121

p,._R2 (2-) (1)

Introduction

Half-pipe heating channels as shown in Fig. 1, are often
used on the outside of pressure vessels and tanks such as
agitators, mixers. autoclaves and reactors, in order to avoid
the high external pressures of heating jackets. The design and
analysis of stresses in such heating channels is not covered by

M

V V

A CConcordia University, Montreal, Canada.

- 2 - -Contributed by the Pressure Vessels and Piping Division for publication in the
JOUINAL Op Panua VWEsL TECHNOLCoY. Manuscript received by the
Pressure Vessels and Piping Division, February 7. 1995; revised manuscript
received November 7, 1985.
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Fig. 2 Dimensions and ire body diagram
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It Is important that the data contained in technical papers be made readily available to design engi-
ners. In order to satisfy these needs of Industry, this section of the Journal Includes a conc se
presentation of data and informatlon drawn chiefly from papers previously publiashed by the Applied
Mechanics Division of The American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Design of Thin-Waled T sp M and
Tsnicutal Pressure-Vessel Heads1

R. T. SHIELD2 and D. C. DRUCKER'

Sumnmry
The failure under hydrostatic test of a large storage vessel dc-

signed in accordance with current practice stimulated earlier
atmlytiea. studies. This paper givt e urves and a table useful for

the design and analysis of the knuckle region of a thin torispheri-
ciii or turieonieal head of "ntait Ilfiredi cylinadrical vessel. A simpl)e

hut surprisingly adequate approximatle formula is prErsnWte for
the limit preimure, api", at which ialpreciahble plastic deformations

ix-enr:

+2S(1-2.2;))r ) 0.0006,

where pO is the design presmure, as is the yield stres of the ma-
terial, and n is the fautor ofoafety. The thicknevs t of the knuckle
nrgion is wasumed uniform. U'p)p•r and lower bmund ltdculations
were made for ratios of knuckle radius r to cylinder dia:a:eter D
of 0.06. 0.08, 0.10, 0.12,0.14, anti 0.16, and ratios of spherical cap
radlitu L to D of 1.0, 0.11, 0.8, 0.7, and 0.6. Torieonical heads may
he designed or analyzed cloeloy enough by interpreting co in
Table 1 as the complement of the allf angle of the come.

Introduction
The design of pressure vresels requires the long experience dis-

tilled into the AS.ME Code to avoid overlooking many important
f.tuttors. In principle, the twist straightforward of the difficult
prniblems is the detign or :in unreinforred kinuckle region of uni-
forni thicknets in an unr'n.d pressure veol subjected tI interior
prlwsure. Thi topic is discussed at length in the Code and it
might well he expected that little remained to be resolved. Sur-
prisingly, analytical studieh%'' stimulated b)y reports of a failure

I The reaulta presented in this paqer wiere obtained in the course of
rsawwch mpummrnsed hy the Office of Naval Reearch under Contract
Naor W W2(10) with Browni Vijiversity, Providence. R. 1.

Ilh'ofesor of Applie-d NMthematis, Brown University, Providence.
It. I.

3 Professor of Fngineering. Brown Univernity. Mem. ASME.
40. 1). Galletly Ihas studied elastic behavior in "Torispherical

Shell--A Caution to D wiers." Journal of Engineering for Indus.
try--TaANs. AS.ME, vol. 81, Series B. 19O9. pp. 51-W6. and "On
Particular Integrals for Toroidal Sheil• Subjected to Uniform In-
ternal Pressure." JOuI.VAL or ArpPiaD Mzoci•isc vol. 25. TAIM.
ASME, vol. 80, 1958. pp. 412-413.

'D. C. Drucker and R. T. Shield have studied plastic behavior in
"Limit Strength of Thin-Walled Pressure Vessels With an ASME
Standard Torispherieal Head." Proeeedings. Third U. S. National
Congress of Applied Mechanics, ASM E, 1958, pp. 665 -872, and "Limit
Analysis of Symmetrically Loaded Thin Shells of Revolution." Joua-

tinder hydrostatie test demonstrtaed eontclusively that the thick-
ness required IV the Code is inadequate for a range of designs'.
This range is one of small pressures and consequently of vessels
whose wall thicknest is rnmali compared with the knuckle radius
as wel" as the radius of the vewlei itself. It did not, in all likeli-
hfloo, engnge tW s6riou1s attention of tIe framers of the ('ode who
were conerned primarily with pressures execedling several hun-
dred pounds per iqu:tre inch. At these higher premurets, a sharply
curved knuckle wouki have a radius which is not very large ctau-
pared with the waill thickness, and so the knuekh, woild not he
flexible and w(eak.

A design of adeqtuate strength must provide a reasonable factor
of safety againet reaching the limit pressure, the pressure at which
significantly large plastic deformation will take place. Mtauy ad-
ditional practical matters as well must he taken into account in
the design. Among these are corrusmn allowance, thinning al-
lowance, and joint efiiet-ney. They will not be considered her.
except by implilcation in the devignation of the limit pressure as
npO, where n is a factor of safety and pO is the design or working
preitsure.

The limit pressure is eqsecially significant in a cold environ-
meat for those steels which are prone to brittle fracture. Ap-
preciable plastic deformation below the transition temperature is
almost certain to initiate a brittle fracture. Above this rather
ill-defined transition temperature, the shape of a vessel of ductile
material will be able to change sufficiently to carry the pnrsure
without catastrophic failure. The pressure simply cold forms the
head to a quite different but mutnlh better shape for containing
pressure.

A Qualitative Dlscusslon of the Behavior of Pmssue Vessels

A thin-walled vessel under interior pressure is most efficient
when it can carry the presure as a membrane in biaxial teusion.
However, the shape required for this desirable memrhane be-
havio' Ires a height of head H - 0.26D which often appears too
large from the fabrication or spave utilization point of view. Tori-
spherical heads are employed to reduce H appreciably, but they
cannot act in biaxial tension; they must carry circumferential
compression on the knuckle and also resist bending. Their load-

NAL or APPLUED M a.tNfaqi",, vol. 92. ToAkt. ASME, vol. 81. Series E.
1959, pp. 81-68.

6 ft. A. Struble. "Biezeno Pressure Vesel Heads," JoumRNA OF
ArPLED ,MacuNIo8s, vol. 23. Ti.•ts. ASME, vol. 78, 1950, pp. 642-
845.

Discussion of this paper should be addrewnd to the Seeretary,
ASME. 29 West 39th Street, New York 18, N. Y.. and will be
aceepted until July I0. 1961. for publication at a later date. DIa-
eussion recived after the closing date will be returned.

Msaumscript received by ASME Applied Mechanics Division. Sep-
temnber 20, 1960.
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TabMe I

L

IA)
I)

0.06

0.10
0.12
0.14
0. 16

0.8 0. 06
0.0,8

0.10

0.12

0.14
0.16

(delg)

27-91
27. 16
26.39
25. .58
24.75
23.88

36;. 48

35.6W
34.8.3
33 97
33.06

32.09

5.1.57
5t. 87

53.13
52 34
51 .5
5s. f(3

D

4). 16111
. 1815

0. 2(!W1
0. 2190
0.2"119

0.2054)
0.2152
0.2256
0. 2300
0.2468
0. 2577

0.2869
0.29)3 1

0.300W
0.31:311
0..3207

p-I)

0064
0.0S7
0.111
0. 136
0. 163
0. 190

0. 1IM
0. 139
0. 171'
0) 22 1
0. 265
0.312

0. 185
0 254;

0.417
0. 5•7
0. 61(m

I r € II
I) D (deg) D)

0.9) 0.06 31.59 0.181r
0.08 ;3 81 0. 1O-17
0.10 M.(1W 0. 2 U7a-
0.12 W 29. 16 1) 2188
0.114 2A. 27 0.23*1(
(. 16 27.35 0.2427

p"I)
2aot

0.0779
0.10s
0. 139
0.4171
0 2M0
0 210

0. 134
0. 18.1
0. .IS

0.357
0.423

0.7 004;
0.08
0.10
0.12
0.14
0. 1

• 13.43
42.64
41.81
40. !rl
40.1I
34). M"2

0. 2353
C~.2440)
(). 2528
0. 24; P
0.2710)
0.240-1

11 - L - (L -r o

sill--

pMDJ rD

21aj L(I. - r

carrying capacity as pure memhranes (no moment resistance),
shown in Table I aw eD/2aId anti plotted on some of the graphs
at 11D - 0, is extremely low. Actually, a very thin shell acting
as a membrane woull huckle in circumferential cwu)r,•a•hl.

As the premure builds up, it tendi, to force the spherical eap
outward along the axis and the meridional memhlitne tensions
pul. the toroidal knuckle inward toward the axis. If the torus
wall is thick enough to avoid buckling but thin comnpared with
the radius of the knuckle, and the material does not work-harden,
a plastic hinge eirele will form at B, Fig. 1, to permit the central
region of the knuckle to compress in the circumferential direction
and hend inward. A hinge circle will form at C in the spherical
cap and the third hinge circle A usually forms in the cylinder.
The entire knuckle region between A and C is plastic because
inward motion of appreciable extent means plastic contraction
of the circumference. A thin-walled sharply curved knuckle
region is far weaker than the main part of the spherical cap or the
cylindrical portion of the venml. On the other hand, if the torus
wall is not so thin compared with the knuckle radius, the knuckle
region is stiff and strong and acts somewhat like a stiffening ring
at the junction of a spherical cap and a cylinder. The ASME
Code which requires very little variation of npDD/red with 11D
apparently contains the implicit asstmption that ordinarily
the resistance to inward motion of the knuckle region is sule-

• - -

AiI.,
uI1 ..lJ-a

quately high. Althlbogh true for vessels h.lsigted to carry larg,
prei•utre, the a.ntl)ption is not v"lid ier nuuvy storage vessels
and other low-lion-sure eontfaiu'rs. Mir Ilk(.' thin-walld vesseWl
there is a large variation( of the value of njpil )Db2j with ,'D .'is

shown in uigs. 2-5. (OI the other hlund, the dotted linel. for
values of npOD/2eat greater thtan unity shmw that, for less shwrply
curved knuckles and for re.ltively thick knuckles, thfl knuckle
region is stronger than the mai:t eylindrical phtrt~of the vetwel.

am
an as
an O

-ams

S.

S.

I
I0
4*
to

F41- Tderpheriel head. s*h-- agdiolmsi"M mWd lecatlm orhhinge
dMebs A, kS C. (T.eq-ulvela lareahal head I- shIlew by ata dalbed
ira. wlish Is heged the be. am km law, ad.)

1/0

ft- 2 Upper (unasel) boedai on thall passeu. LID - DA, CA, $A0
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Pow S Lower (i.e) bound on ldink prwse. L/D = 07 .0.9.

Design Curves and Formula

Tnhe upl)lir and lower lloletl thlonnr'HIP of limlit n:11tlyiui andt

dessil". were iiAtli to czaleulate the litiiit rlWiflre. "TheIrefore", eI'vi
within the- usual idealizatios of tht, thlery of plaoti ity, 11w
i4xlwt zilllWer jet hlolllded ra.ther thuai. de~lerinin•i dlirt•.tly-. Culrve'.'

a.r- plotted in Yip. 2 and :1 for ;o'I./24rJ. the iloixir tiisasietle)

valih ii computed for np"Dl •2o. and in Figst. 4 ind 5 for p'Di)2 0 ,
the. lower (overuafe) value.'t. "The deoijiar then. ea'i itake tu, inh-
dependent judganent of the appropriate valuhl.' to us.e.

However, if moderate' aeiurae'y is' goxxd eniigh (or if at prtrlinli-
naary del•ign is' •ihoght, Fig. 6 should prove ai v'ery helpful alterna-
tivi'. An aLp)Jlroxiniate plot of ID) e.rstus HID) for disetrele veailuiit*

of tip/lr.. it give's is e'leir )ie'l un- of the leienalty to Iie lohid for IhI.
•ulvaititage of deceresing the axial length leoft th veselt. Tlh agilgn-
ineint with the nit-an of the iilwlx-r aind lower.r lrnuml i'nleulhtiuioiw'
alseno sthownl in Fig. 6, varie•t with r, I) sandl L.') blt to a nklellh
smnialler e'xtent thaui might lite eqx'•.eted.

Riemarklahby goo] agreemenemt with the limit e'leihlaitiolt l lcnI
uehihvtml through urm' of the variallhe IiL whit-it i., of prilne inh-
lirinrtaee in the- AUSN, ('Cxhe. Tlhe exce.llent fit of t.in Am.ple
fortll'ila |'

-PD (u.:i1 + 5.r -

+ 28 -- 1 2.2 ) -- i).I01N1

is ilihistramtedl in Fig. 7, :. plot (if i•L venrsits'ua.' fo', for two valumnn
of r/i). The relatively mninor variation with LI iDh also it
fea'ettrv (if the ('•ode. ilwevr, the ('oe elLl for li l '"ri-
t ion of l1L with ineire-aing prtsiocre, and t here in no wiy oif atljui•t-
hig a .stnright line to the pirlor eirvtree without obeing tinisafet or
far tioe safe. The ilak of tufe.ty is tilt too evidn'h.t in Fig. 9. -a

7 1). C. i)nreker. W. Prlasr. mand I. J. Greeei'nra. "ExteFiield Lizit.
]tsipgc Thn'oreiaemn for Conatinuoutn Media." QeuarhurI of .4A1pdid
Muthemalics, vol. 9. 1952. top. 381-389.
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r/0-006 t/0. 016

t
0

F19. 7 CswaspudaOaeformub wbth am,. .5 tPPernd tewer bend
sad wfth ASME Cad. $w 40 = 0.0 -Wd 0.14

!"; D

* LID • ID
* L/D Q9

* L/De01SO
* ULD a0.7

Reg.& Apprmmfolmof tarvil for dO/ vaersm H/D for eonswat q"/o,. (for
L/D - O*H/D vrles hem 0."91 o0.212)

plot of tile' fArmul: fher li•'n-le, vimlatis eaf ril). wlhl. lwnaaitA tlt-.
de-Aignir it) se'lec.t IL.. fewr in givi'i ir lieseir or Iomluerk tein .pisre,-
rarr ijug capic'ity lof nlat existing dh'sign. ApOLin th1. dhesigni-r is

urgd Ilit return ito Figs. 2-5 tol eihtain tipler aid lowver loaiells a•ell|
hit; fticOr lf mifet.y if hiP is4 haree.el te0 the'sigi il With 1 V\o.%v -mall

inurg in.
The. A lilx i is t iifm lthtl ilifeirniitil ani Oll li. fil azsis :ilil

tile.e Iethiis elf :all-.illailil i of 'ip'. 2-5. It pluppleints Ilie.' h li'-
rIeli.inol reaiil;ilia'el ill tihe earlhier pIelwrms :iilel indis it cimliilte'ht' ini

itelf.. Ii esawineo. thee 'rTn :ior miaxiluni she'arinig sIrn...
erite'riein O1f yield is emnllealey' :el| tfile' yitlhl miorfrii', fur tile• shell

is a eul-all iriilii :alilar nilial iota tea the' e'Xlle. S|ill. (0ir :i 5•3ll-
meirelioidly headed e.ylindlrieul iAe41l.

Todenical Heads
The. vailues ofl I L and "al p"'o.. lilditlteel fer :I given tortes alalply

eqguiallry well te tarisierival aud lta tari-olini':il heads. T°a.le I
cilia a l(t ileel te4 e14 itiili theb :ijipreiuirte iiaterleahiated valile elf LiD
feir Figs. 2-5 if desirt'l.T. Teile- angle is Is file' M111141h-1lie41 of Ilie
ltaris an-igle :willl iherefeire t lila taigilenititit elf I le'k half illngle' oif fli'

APPENDIX
"l'hi' i'Slialit i elf el'elUilihlriaaui fAir the' varieia liJatiorti enef ilike-

.vtsl, e.ylihdtir. tearill ints 14i s M-iinl ' giiVe't ijen tile- 1`1.4-rlflees of
folotnliol' 5. The' te'rmi invalvinig thew e'ireuiiufewrntial lae.uelilg
linOnitent .JIe is omitted frOm the ei'ilatienin, elf tcejuihiliriho for tlhe
torius anud the slih- r'l n.as .il/ hail little ihaltUn'lire in Carrying leail
foir thlin aehilasl atl se'tji..a. neati teaei ime'alr t he axis, of aev.liulitrvi. -rhle

niurielieanal hls'ndling liniment .I1,, is, aioailarly omitted libt its
derivative isl retflinel.

A" i. it on•tidered as a psive liatainllent in the curved port ieans
of tle shell ats well as in the cylinder, full um of Af, and the
meridional and cirimuferenttial fivre reultnte N", an.d .V, in
carrying the internal premusrn p is oatained ky using the yield
conlititim eim N,,, No. 3.',, fOr th(e ey'inder. In order to apprOlxi-
nite to this yield condition or surface, the eircuimseribing sulrface

1
16

,sp/I'
I .b• t do ate ab do o ii. ed0 .d

Uli 0Psi PM YIEL9 STWU 46 - 30U Pe
pg. a pgW ofm"w = 0.33 + s.S a/Mi/I +4 28 (1 - 2r0(/)
-0.000; p'le. amnot Met mmid 21/0

teaasisi• ig elf a pi:arahalir er'vinielr with feeler vict-tiaT l.laile ii.
isal.'" Iii thl. rtegielll ilf ite-rleit lho-lwoelea thi.s liilii.e-ire'les A. IH,
C eif Fig. I, Nr. is tnsile andi V* is ea~ainprnssiie. Feaw this rn-giieae
too IN' at viye.hl, l- laralIihli, larisn. 3it-ly l sirfe'act' ra'liiirn-A

N,,- No L11; I < I

i 4

It is• ai.tii l I hat at tt he' hiige,' e'irehiec A nd C lin the' cylinder anl
tile ,ipl're. .11" attaiins its laruget netlive' -:elue, auit at hinge
eirrei B iii thn' Woris. .31, attainisa its lairpeat. pIeitive value. The
shear foretc Q is zera :it tIie hillge' eir.les. Uie'lr tles .econditieanl
the' emuationpiaa of eqiuilibriulni lm-u Ils' ititpror:et.l to lreividle the di*-
trihmition of .o'. .',., .11,, awldl Q in th lal-last ir re'gieia.

It is feaieild Ilhit in the -ylitmi'r,

+ D V .+i.,

+ .. 12O j' (2, + (2)2 D 2ffJI

Q- - (2-, + - 1). (3)
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where x measures distance from the junction with the torus and
zo defines the location of the hinge circle A. In the torus,

read 4 r \ 2oV / D2sin'€, $
PR 1 -com (6 - 9.)) + L
2srol ein :.

1 JR + rsinje

Q pR sin (r. _.- 7)

a-05 2m d Fa in P. N

where r Rdip 2R

- ,. R + r sin i (RO - rt)'/1

f r ,+ RtanI 1
tan- _t(6)

L• I(R2 - r Jl'f (0)

s is the angle between the meridional normal and the axis of the
shell, and ip. is the location of the hinge circle U. In the sphere,
with the assumption that 9 - €- is small,

Lag- 4 L I +- -Q(- '.)+, (7)

Q-- -€ -v., (8)

where ip. defines the location of the hinge circle C.
The four quantities p, ip., t., and ze are determined from the

conditions that .1,, aid Q are continuous at the junctions of the
cylinder and torus (z - 0, 9P - w/2) and the torus and sphere
(-- ep . These conditions can be written

(2 + -ED- Os (pD ) I
U.,t/ D 2ad J

+ a(V,) ý-- + b(iP=), (9)

( p,,p,2 + ..- - -((M - .-- + dip), (10)

( 2sra

- - o(_p._ ) I- + h(€r.), (12)

where the functions not p)reviously defined are given by

a(€'2 = -2 rR (1 - sin jr.)
D2 pin r.(

b(%.) - 2 j log + r + (14)

-R
rot (15)

d( - -j- li•I'2) - k.2], (16)

2 rR l1-cos (€.--'po. l (17)
LD sin Sp

lr

+ 2 co lo JR sin5!_+)s

+2 ' (18)+ ai p

. ) s fin (jr - VOs

D in. p

Mir.) sin bMi. ).

+t 1(R + rsiný,)
2 - D 4i D2si't+

I (. L )2 L(y+ ( rsn P

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

Equations (9)-(12) were solved for pD/12crJ, r., (p, and 2.1oD for
given values of the parameters lID, LID, and r/D which define
the geometry of the vessel. The following values of the parame-
I ers were used:

1ID - 0.002, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008, 0.010, 0.012, 0.014

LID - 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6

riD - 0.00, 0.08, 0.10, 0.12, 0.14, 0.10

In the numerical method used, a trial value v., was chosen for
i. and the functions of i. oecurring on the right-hand aides
of equations (9)-(12) were evaluated. By elimination of We - rp,
between (11) and (12), a quadratic equation was obtained for
pD/2ad. The positive root of this equation was then sulbtituted
in (9) and (10) to give two values of (tolD)A The difference be-
tween these two values was evaluated and the procedure was re-
pested with another trial value rp,, for s., and again the dif-
ference between the two values of (t,/D)' was found. Linear
interpolation between p.0 and i. was then used to give a better
approximation to the true value of 9.. The process was re-
pealed until the magnitude of the difference between the two
values of (:,/D)' as provided by (9) and (10) was less than 10-.

For a few of the thinner vessels (12 out of the 210 considered),
the upper hinge circle A doe not lie in the cylinder but is located
in the torus, and the analysis requires a straightforward modifi-
cation. The details of this modification will not be given here.

The value of the pressure p obtained from equations (0)-(12)
(or from the modified analysis) is the limit presstre pu for the
head with the parabolic yield surface. As this surface eircum-
scribes the exact yield surface for the cylinder, pu is an upper
bound to the true limit pressure. The values of pU are shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. A lower bound ps- - Apu" is obtained by choosing
the factor A so that the stress points kV#, )074 A31, lie within
the yield surface for the cylinder for all setions of the plastic
region. The factor is given by

- (Pt - 4P + 12)/2(l" - 4P + 8), (23)

where P - p'D/2Ud, the critical section being the hinge circle
A in the cylinder. The factor varies from 0.82 to 0.90 as P varies
from 0.5 to 1.0, and the values of pLD/2uvf are given in Figs. 4
and 5. The average of the upper and lower bounds will be suf-
ficiently close to the true limit pressur for practical purpose.
Thus we put npD - (pu + pL)/2, where pO ii the design pres-
sure and n the factor of the safety against collapse.

For a given thickness ratio 1ID, the linit pressure npO in-
creases as r/D increases, and decreases as LID increases. The
ratio HID of the height of the head to the diameter depends
similarly on the ratios rID, LID, as can be seen from Table 1.
In Fig. 6, approximate curves for I/D versus HID for constant
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values of apO/art arm shown for the range 0.17 < HID < 0.28
covered by the ranges 0.06 to 0.10 for r/D and 0.7 to 1.0 for L/D.
Actual points for np"/oo - 0.004, 0.010, 0.016, and 0.022 are
also shown for comparison with the approximate curves.

It was found that, for a fixed value of r/D, the variation of
,pO/as with I/L is almost independent of the ratio LID. For
LID - 0.7 and 0.8, the formula

+ 2R(I -2.2 ).0-6 (24)

provides values of npn/vo which are very close (e.g., within 3 per
cent for IIL - 0.010) to the values calculated from npD m
(pV + pL) 2-. Formula (24) is also zulcqut:te for L/D - 1.0, 0.9,

DSIGH DATA AND METHODS

and 0.0 as can be seen from Fig. 7, in which the formula (24) is
compared with the values calculated from np 0 - (puL + pf-)/2
for the eases r/D - 0.06 and 0.16. Comparison with the ASME
Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels is also made in Fig. 7. The
ASME Code gives

_P ,- +)/t 0.2 1),
SE -LAM+ LI

(25)

where .11 - J[3 + (Llr)'1j, S is the maximum allowable strews,
and E is the efficiency of the welded joints. For the present pur-
poses, SE was taken to he t0'n.
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HydRMdU Lcatiun of a RMor --

Intdtn Of iirains to Sti hat fur
F. W. v. HACKEWITZ'

Nomenmiahow
E - modulus of eL.stieity (21,000 kg!/w' ni• S',,r steel),

kg/sq mm
P - radial load on cylindrical roller per unit effective

roller length, kg/mm
P* - relative load on cylindrical roller P/R 0, kg'sq fimin

R - nulius of cylindrical roller, mm
Ri - radius of inner ring raceway, mm

R* = relative radius of cylindrical miler .Rl _
I +Rl?,

A - smallest oil-film thickness to be found i t contact be-
tween rolling body and inner ring, mn n

h* - relativo oil-film thickness hk/It
ki,ks, Is - constant coefficients

n - resultant rotating speed of the bearing, i.e., rotating
speed of inner ring relative to outer ring, rpm

p. - peak pressure in contact area between roller and
inner ring, kg/sq mm

u - parameter, anglo (leg
a - reduction parameter R*p.2/kiIkt

- reduction parameter h*/lk
y - pressure coefficient of viscosity of lubricating oil at

operating temperature 121,1 sq mm/kg. The co-
efficient - supposes an oil where log [((p)/qoj is
proportional to the premsre p as to justify vp(p) -
ipr.6 Some lubricating oils obey this law, but
there are other oils in use, which show deviation.
Thus a verification of the proper pressure de-
penrdence of viscosity is advisable for etch particu-
lar case.

- viscosity of lubricating oil at atmospheric pressure
and operating temperature, kg see/sq mm

il, - resultant viscosity of lubricating oil at the rolling
contact (3), kg sec/sq min

IL - deformation parameter which is defined in Dirr's

I SKV Central Lahoratoriet, G6tehorg. Sweden.
2 Numbers in brackets indicate References at end of paper.
Manuscript received by AS.ME Applied Mechanics Division. June

9, 1960; final draft, January 17, 1901.

work [I). The parmteter's definition fixes two
limiting end points: One for ju - ), where no
elastic deformation occurs at the rolling contact,
and the other for &- 2, with maximum clastic
dt4nrmatiou, i.e., no oil filn seliarating the contaet-
ing rolling bodies (lIertian ease.). i)6rr derives
simplified fornnulas valid for 0 <, p 1.7, thus
covering the greatest part of the parameter range.
()ur ealculation is based on thtes siniplified
formulas.

Y - Poisson's ratin (0.303 fur steel)
i" - 3.14151)..
e - 2.71828...

Int-Iductlon
IN A recent note [31 hydroduyamic forniul-a' have been pro-

posed to calcultte contact pressure anid oi-filmn thickness in a
lubricated cylindrical roller bearing. These formulas use Dfrr's
derivations for elastic deformation at the rolling contact Il), and
a pressure-dependent viscosity [21. Their numerical evaluation
is cumbersome, demanding extensive calculation.

Relative and diniensionles magnitude@ are introduced in the
following. They help to establish charts which represent iso-
thermal results for different hearintg design and various running
conditions, thus aiding in the engineer's rapid investigation.

The charts show n minimunt oil-film thickness at certain com-
binations of roller luhd and running s•eied.

General Calculation

Conditions are more severe at the inner contact titan at the
outer contact. We calculate, therefore, relationships for the
inner contact only. Introducing the following reduction pa-
rameters

PO • P/fto kg/•sj mm

h* - h•/e,

wE
kt j-12(1 -- ,) kg/sq min

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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